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Abstract

The article outlines aspects of ‘the new paradigm’ for dryland ecosystems and pastoral production systems. Rationality of pastoralism was claimed by parts of the research community for decades, but especially among policy and development planners pastoralism was perceived as an irrational and destructive production system. With the new paradigm a coherent theory is provided linking the dynamics of drylands with pastoral strategies. Consequences of the new paradigm are analysed from a theoretical point of view, emphasis is on implications for pastoral mobility with a focus on pastoral systems in West Africa. In an example from Ferlo, Senegal, different types of pastoral mobility are discussed with special focus on the importance of scale. It is concluded that pastoral mobility is a rational response to climate variability and unpredictability in African drylands.
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The Sahel has been a region of research interest for the Institute of Geography, University of Copenhagen, for the last two decades. Here, as in many other parts of research and donor communities, the drought years in the beginning of the 1970's were the point of departure for efforts trying to understand the interacting human end environmental problems of the region. Emphasis has been on land degradation, agricultural systems, and changes in land use (Reenberg 1982) often using satellite remote sensing as a tool (Reenberg 1987, Rasmussen & Reenberg 1992, Reenberg 1994). The institute has since 1987 been engaged in close collaboration with the Senegalese institution Centre de Suivi Écologique (CSE), funded by DANIDA through UNSO. The collaboration has been focussed on monitoring of biomass production using satellite imagery (e.g. Rasmussen 1998a). This has included both yield estimations and monitoring of pastoral resources in the Ferlo region of Senegal (Rasmussen 1998b, in this volume). Lately, this has been expanded into a broader study of pastoral strategies, and the present paper should be seen in this context.

Within the past ten years our understanding of the functioning of dryland ecosystems and production systems in these areas has changed. The implications of droughts and development are being reinterpreted and a new paradigm and new methods established. The new paradigm, which has been called the ‘state-and-transition’ paradigm (Westoby et al. 1989) or ‘instability-but-persistence’ paradigm (Warren 1995), is the basis for this article.

The paradigm shift happened gradually and anomalies leading to it occurred in different disciplines at the same time. However, as outlined in next section, it seems that the new thinking in range ecology was more influential for thinking in pastoral systems than vice versa. The implication of the new paradigm for dryland ecosystems and pastoral production systems has been discussed elsewhere (e.g. Ellis & Swift 1988, Westoby et al. 1989, Warren 1995). Hence, the purpose of this article is to take the discussion a bit further and consider implications of
the new paradigm for one particular aspect of pastoral production systems, namely for the pastoral mobility. The article will be divided into three main sections; the first concerns the new view on dryland ecosystems and on pastoral production systems in drylands. In the second section ‘old ideas’ of pastoral mobility are mentioned before a discussion of implications of the new paradigm for pastoral mobility. Finally, the third section is an example from Ferlo, Senegal. It is illustrated how a development project based on the old paradigm affected pastoral mobility, and how the pastoralists themselves use mobility for balancing variability in natural resources as advocated by the new paradigm.

A new view on dryland ecosystems and pastoral production systems

About two-thirds of the African continent consist of arid or semi-arid areas, whereas the figure for the world in general is one-third. Traditionally, production systems in these areas have been pastoral, some supplemented with extensive agricultural production, or the areas have been utilised by hunters and collectors. In some areas production systems have undergone radical changes within the past centuries, while utilisation of other areas has hardly changed for centuries even millenniums. Tropical dryland ecosystems all over the world display similarities, but the production systems vary. While the new view on dryland ecosystems is universal, the discussion in this article of production systems mainly applies to Africa.

Dryland ecosystems

For decades the basis for studying dryland ecosystems in Africa as well as in Australia and USA was Clements’ model of vegetation succession (Clements 1916), the idea of equilibrium ecosystems, and livestock density dependent limitations of primary production (Deshmukh 1986). According to Clements, vegetation changes are deterministic series of vegetation types ending with a vegetation climax community. The climax community may fluctuate in composition, but it will remain relatively unchanged over long periods. Grazing pressure produces vegetation changes in a direction opposite to the succession tendency. Therefore, a vegetation equilibrium can be produced by setting the stocking rate, and thus grazing pressure, at a level equal to the natural vegetation succession tendency (Westoby et al. 1989). Implicit in the model is the idea of equilibrial ecosystems; from an equilibrial grazing ecosystem a relatively constant production of livestock can be expected. In an equilibrium ecosystem livestock density is generally limited by a relatively stable primary production, which in turn is controlled by the grazing pressure or livestock density. Hence, an equilibrium between primary production and livestock density will occur (Scoones 1993).

A shift in ecological thinking started in the decades before the paradigm shift. The applicability of Clements’ model of vegetation succession for drylands was questioned; primary production of ecosystems receiving less than 400 mm of annual precipitation was suggested being under density independent control in relation to water; and more than one ecological equilibrium was seen as possible in dryland ecosystems (Warren 1995). However, a new model based on these findings was not proposed until the late 1980s. According to this new model, dryland ecosystems are considered disequilibrial, changing from one state to another, due to strong external controls e.g. droughts, fires, or insect attacks (Ellis & Swift 1988). These external controls strongly affect primary production and thus livestock density. In most dryland ecosystems annual grasses constitute an important part of the livestock feed. The natural reproduction of annual grasses occurs from seed banks, where seeds can mature and germinate within 6 weeks in case of sufficient precipitation. Within this limited time the number of livestock necessary to compromise the seed production is very high and usually assumed to be higher than existing livestock population. Annual grasses are also characterised by the fact that biomass is gradually lost by weathering if not eaten (Coppock 1993). Thus, it is difficult to save biomass for the late dry season, and annual means of biomass production makes little sense in relation to the average number of livestock that can survive on this biomass. It should be noted that the vegetation dynamics for annual grasses are different from the dynamics for perennial grasses and trees (browsing), and that the latter also can constitute an important part of the livestock feed, especially late in the dry season. To sum up, the new paradigm is based on the idea that productivity of dryland ecosystems is controlled mainly by the highly variable precipitation: because livestock seldom reaches densities high enough to influence...
vegetation productivity, precipitation is the principal factor controlling interannual vegetation dynamics.

There appears to be consensus on the point that the new paradigm is most applicable to arid and semi-arid areas with erratic rainfall (e.g. Ellis et al. 1993, Stafford Smith & Pickup 1993). Arid and semi-arid ecosystems are normally more unpredictable than wet ones, because the coefficient of variation of annual precipitation is inversely related with total precipitation (Ellis 1995). When the coefficient of variation (CV) of annual precipitation exceeds 30%, the long-term performance of ecosystems is better characterised in terms of variability than by measures of mean values (Ellis et al. 1993). Other investigations show that strong feedback between herbivores and vegetation (density dependent regulation) will develop when the CV is below 20% (Ellis 1995).

**Pastoral production systems**

As far as pastoralism is concerned, the old paradigm consisted of a set of concepts concerning the nature of pastoral societies. Some of the most important ones of these are ‘the cattle complex’ and ‘the tragedy of the commons’.

Herskovits’ ‘The Cattle Complex in East Africa’ from 1926 was one of the first publications on pastoralism to gain international interest. Herskovits claimed that pastoralists’ attachment to cattle was so strong that it structured the basic values of their lives (Herskovits 1926). Later, the term cattle complex came to be used within the old paradigm to denote pastoralists’ so-called irrational attachment to cattle.

Another important issue of discussion and research within the old paradigm was the idea of the “tragedy of the commons”. Herder, he claimed, was likely to extend his herd beyond the point of ‘overgrazing’, because the profit of extra animals went to the herder, while the costs of over-exploitation were held in common by all users and thus, only a fraction was paid by the herder. Hardin concluded therefore that common property would lead to common ruin (Hardin 1968). According to this idea customary tenure systems were assumed destructive, because they gave open access to resources which lead to over-exploitation. Therefore, privatisation appeared to be the solution.

(Coppock 1993).

However, parts of the research community, especially anthropologists, saw pastoral systems as being rational in contrast to the old paradigm (e.g. Gulliver 1955, Barth 1956). Others believed in the rationality of pastoralism and tried to make this fit the ideas of the old paradigm (e.g. Widstrand 1975). Yet some saw pastoralists as being rational from the perspective of their own survival, but regarded them at the same time as backward and causing degradation (e.g. Lamprey 1983).

The droughts in the 1970s and the subsequent development support caused much new development and policy oriented research concerning dryland pastoralism. The focus was often the so-called failure of pastoral production systems; the impact of drought seemed devastating, and development projects seemed to fail (Scoones 1995). Pastoralism was unpopular with most Governments because of the mobile nature of pastoralists which made administration and development work difficult (Hogg 1992). Desertification and degradation became commonplace terms in the discussion of pastoral production systems and pastoralist behaviour was often claimed to be destructive as well as irrational (e.g. Brown 1971, Picardi 1974). The pastoral production systems were accused of causing land degradation, because it appeared that livestock grazing altered the vegetation composition and changed the ability of the land to sustain the livestock and thus the human population (Horowitz 1981). There seemed to be a lack of a coherent theory linking the dynamics of dryland ecosystems to pastoral production systems.

In the 1980s and the early 1990s the picture changed: the idea of nomadic pastoralism as maladaptive was questioned and the environmental problems were seen in a new light (e.g. Sandford 1983, Behnke 1985, Horowitz & Little 1987). Some of the first researchers who drew attention to the need for a complete paradigm shift were Ellis and Swift in 1988. Their background and thus starting point was the functioning of dryland ecosystems: ‘African pastoral systems have been studied with the assumptions that these ecosystems are potentially stable (equilibrial) systems which become destabilized by overstocking and overgrazing’ (Ellis & Swift 1988, p.450).

With the new understanding of the functioning of dryland ecosystems, pastoral production systems are
analysed in a new light. In highly variable and unpredictable climates pastoral strategies appear well adapted to the environment and not destructive. These strategies include moving herds to make best use of the variable and heterogeneous landscape, various herd compositions and herd splitting practices to make use of the different resources, and economic diversification to support their livelihoods. The lack of ecological equilibrium is no longer regarded a consequence of the pastoral production system, but understood as natural in disequilibrium ecosystems (Sandford 1995).

Anthropologists were among the first to acknowledge pastoral mobility as a response to the environment. However, some anthropologists have regarded this explanation nature deterministic: changes in natural resources are not determining for pastoral mobility patterns. Others have claimed it too simplistic: livestock needs are not accepted the primary reason to move. On this background various explanations of pastoral mobility have been developed. One example is ‘the military mobility theory’ which was developed by Lattimore and Irons (Cribb 1984). According to this mobility is regarded a strategy against encroachment of powerful states. Even though Irons (1968) acknowledges pastoral mobility as ‘an ecological requirement’, he claims that mobility is determined by military advantage. Pastoral mobility becomes a means of resisting firm government control and of preserving group autonomy against powerful states. It should be noted that Irons’ work is based on fieldwork among pastoralists of central Asia in a certain bio-physical and socio-political environment. However, the military mobility theory gained importance as an explanatory model among scholars other than those studying central Asian pastoralists (Cribb 1984).

Let us now turn to the understanding of pastoral mobility among range ecologists. As mentioned, these were mainly occupied with the functioning of drylands and development of sound utilisation of range resources. Thus, pastoral mobility was usually studied within the context of range utilisation. Many of the ideas of range management were developed in the USA and Australia, the main obstacle for a direct transfer of technology and techniques was assumed to be economics.

Le Houérou’s ‘The Grazing Land Ecosystems of the African Sahel’ from 1989 is a typical example of this ‘old-paradigm range-ecology’ approach. It is worth noticing that Le Houérou’s book was published in 1989, the same year as Westoby, Walker and Noy-Meir launched the idea of opportunistic management of disequilibrium rangelands, and a year after Ellis and Swift claimed pastoral practises well adapted to African drylands. According to Le Houérou, pastoral mobility is
inappropriate within the framework of carrying capacity and set stocking rates. Instead rangelands are to be utilised on a permanent basis by ensuring that the stocking rate, and hence grazing pressure, match the long-term carrying capacity. Moreover, livestock should not be allowed to roam freely, instead the range should be divided into paddocks and fenced. This should also prevent ‘trespassing of alien herds and flocks’ (1989:151) which, according to Le Houérou, is one of the aims of range management.

There are some obvious implications of this approach: stocking rates adjusted to long-term carrying capacity

*An A new view on pastoral mobility*

Anomalies leading to the new understandings of pastoral production systems occurred long before the paradigm shift. Especially anthropologists (e.g. Evans-Pritchard 1940, Stenning 1959, Nicolaisen 1963, Dyson-Hudson 1966) and others studying pastoral production systems (e.g. Gallais 1967, Johnson 1969) have pointed to the flexible strategies employed by pastoralists. With the appreciation of the disequilibrial nature of drylands, however, these findings are placed in a coherent context which is hard to ignore even for policy and development planners. Thus, the new view of range ecologists on drylands is being followed by an awareness of pastoral mobility as a sound response in highly variable and unpredictable climates.

Efficient use of the natural resources requires pastoral mobility patterns at different scales depending on the spatial and temporal variability of the resources and adapted to other elements of the production system. Depending on the degree of variability the pastoral mobility patterns can be more or less regular. In highly variable and unpredictable ecosystems large scale pastoral mobility is a common phenomenon. In these areas cultivation is rare and the population very mobile. In less variable and unpredictable ecosystems, where cultivation is more common (often as agro-pastoralism) and the population more sedentary, variability in resources can often be met by small scale migration to local key resources and harvested fields, or by irregular large scale migrations (Scoones 1995). Key resources or ‘wet-lands in dry-lands’ are highly productive patches found in low lying areas, along rivers or lakes. Here good grazing can be found when the quality and quantity of the rangeland have declined during the dry season. The production of these areas is likely to vary less between years, and they can thus be used for reducing annual biomass production (Bayer & Waters-Bayer 1995).

Pastoral mobility between different agro-ecological zones means that more livestock can be kept than if the livestock was kept solely in each of the zones. West Africa is an example of how pastoral mobility between different agro-ecological zones can be used for making efficient use of variable natural resources. By using drier areas during the wet season and more humid areas during the dry season, livestock is ensured both high quality and sufficient grazing. However, livestock keeping in the more humid zone is complicated by increased disease risk. This combined with the problem of having livestock near fields in the growing season means that livestock owners in more humid areas are often willing to hire pastoralists to herd their livestock in the drier areas during the cultivation or wet season (de Leeuw et al. 1993).

Livestock rearing in the dry zone is mainly constrained by the lack of grazing and sometimes water for the animals. Import of fodder could be one way of overcoming the problem of deficit grazing this being in the dry season or during a drought period. However, this is not economically possible under the present conditions in the Sahel. Hence, pastoral mobility is the most desirable way of exploiting the heterogeneous rangelands (Sandford 1995).

Even though pastoral mobility seems like a sound way of making the most of the variable dryland areas of West Africa, a number of factors are hindering this. In many areas there has been an increasing number of pastoralists turning into agro-pastoralists or more correctly a higher reliance on agricultural production. For agro-pastoralists competition for labour can hamper pastoral mobility, while agricultural activities *per se* can obstruct pastoral mobility through competition over land. The droughts in
the 1970s and 1980s reinforced the agro-pastoral tendency: some lost most or all their livestock and had to rely on agricultural production instead. Many have not had the economic surplus to rebuild their herds, for others migration work in the big cities has taken over as the supplement to agriculture in the risk spreading strategy (Reenberg et al. 1998). Furthermore, settlement schemes, altering of customary tenure regimes, and agricultural encroachment on pastoral areas have hampered pastoral production systems and especially pastoral mobility. In many Sahelian countries the right to land has been linked to the obligation to *mise en valeur* i.e. to ensure a productive use of the land. In many cases pastoral production is not being considered a productive use of the land. This has forced pastoralists to cultivate the areas they use in order to get land rights (Thébaud 1995). It should be kept in mind that even though many pastoralists have become semi-sedentary, mobility is still an important part of the livestock rearing strategy. The distances covered often amount to 20 km per day returning to the camp/village almost every night (e.g. Touré 1990, Milleville 1991, Freudenberger & Freudenberger 1993, own observations from Senegal).

What are the challenges after the acceptance of these new ideas of dryland ecosystems and pastoral production systems? This was addressed at a recent meeting in London on ‘Sahel - 25 years after the great drought’ (meeting held at The Royal Geographical Society, May 13-14 1998). Flexible responses were mentioned as a solution to unpredictability and variability, pastoral mobility is one such flexible response. Hence, ensuring pastoral mobility was mentioned as an important issue, while, when discussing agriculture, higher production through intensification seemed to be the main issue. However, there was not much discussion of how to integrate these issues, how to ensure unconstrained pastoral mobility while increasing agricultural production. Often conflicts occur where pastoralism and agriculture meet, and it is therefore necessary to make flexible land use and land right arrangements in these areas. Moreover, the areas most suitable for agricultural intensification are often pastoral key resources, for instance river banks or low-lying areas used for late dry season grazing when there is nothing left elsewhere (Scoones 1995). These key resources are vital for pastoral production systems as they have become for agricultural production within recent years.

The Ferlo example

Most of the discussion so far has been fairly theoretical, therefore it seems relevant to turn to an example from the Sahel in order to see how pastoral mobility is used for exploiting variable natural resources. The example is from Ferlo in Senegal.

Ferlo has traditionally been exploited by pastoralists due to low and variable precipitation and lack of permanent water supplies. In the rainy season Ferlo served as a grazing reserve for nomadic pastoralists. Pasture in the area was abundant, but as temporary water holes dried out during the dry season pastoralists moved north to the Senegalese river valley or south and west to the so-called peanut basin (Freudenberger & Freudenberger 1993). In the 1950s the French colonial administration made the first boreholes equipped with motor pumps in Ferlo which meant that the area could be used on a permanent basis. Meanwhile, pastoralism was under pressure both along the Senegalese river valley and in the peanut basin due to agricultural expansion. The opening of Ferlo in the dry season was therefore a needed enlargement of the pastoral area (Sutter 1987). It was followed by new types of pastoral mobility operating at different scales in order to deal with the variability of resources and unforeseen events. After the drought years in the 1970s pastoralism in Ferlo was seen as a maladaptive production system causing degradation, tragedy of the commons, etc. This led to a number of development projects in the area. The most interesting of these is the German GTZ project which is one of the few projects in West Africa based on range management techniques from USA and Australia (Thébaud et al. 1995). The project continued for over 10 years and had profound implications for pastoral mobility.

The GTZ project

German activities in the Ferlo started in 1975 with the ‘Agro-sylvo-pastoral land use project’, an outcome of these activities was the Widou Thiengoli project. Based on the old paradigm mentioned in the previous section the project was set up in the northern Ferlo by the German GTZ in co-operation with the Senegalese government in 1981 (Thébaud et al. 1995). About 14 000 ha of pastoral
rangeland around the borehole of Widou Thiengoli were taken out of the traditional management system. The area was fenced and divided into paddocks with a water supply in each. Set stocking rates were ensured and the paddocks were allocated to families, as a way of giving private land ownership during the project period (Le Houérou 1989). For 12 years environmental impact and socio-economic effects of the project were monitored. Although some changes were made, for instance the area was extended to cover some 20 000 ha, the basic idea of the project was to make a controlled grazing model based on the equilibrium theory concepts (refer to Miehe 1991, Tluczykont et al. 1991, and Thébaud et al. 1995 for a detailed description of the project and the results).

With the increasing pressure on pastoral and agricultural land outside Ferlo, various ethnic groups have moved into the area. Among these is a certain group of Fulani pastoralists coming from the Senegalese river valley. Since the droughts in 1970s and 1980s they have been rebuilding herds of sheep and entered into what could be termed commercial pastoralism. By means of a new labour intensive technology they transport water to the sheep which means that they can make use of the grazing areas far away from boreholes (for further information on this technology, please refer to Juul 1996). This is combined with high mobility and movements around boreholes in a more or less constant radius, in order to find the best pastures for their herd (Juul 1994). Agricultural activities play a minor role, if any, hence households are very mobile. The sheep are mainly raised for sale - the breeding is adjusted to Muslim feasts where there is a high demand for sheep - hence, there is money for buying grain and other necessities. For the commercial pastoralists mobility is a very important part of their strategy. As water can be brought to the sheep, these can constantly be moved to the best pastures without concern for the distance to the borehole (Juul 1995).

However, the majority of the pastoralists in Ferlo have fixed camps and semi-sedentary livestock keeping. Agriculture can be part of the strategy, but it is not always the case (Touré 1990). The labour intensive technology may be used, but usually a variety of animals are kept. The mobility patterns are characterised by daily migration within the borehole area (small scale), but in case of lack of resources migration to other borehole areas (medium) or migration out of Ferlo (large scale) are used. Depending on the year, and thus the amount of grass, part of the household will go on longer migration, sometimes from the middle of the dry season until the start of the next rainy season.

Thus, the pastoral mobility patterns of the Ferlo today can be divided into three categories according to distance: small, medium and large scale migrations. Large scale

Pastoral mobility after the establishment of the boreholes
The migration patterns employed by the pastoralists of Ferlo are an example of how pastoral mobility can be used for tracking variable resources, as advocated by the new paradigm.

Before the establishment of boreholes in the 1950s the area was exploited in the wet season by very mobile pastoralists pursuing large scale migrations. The possibility of staying in the area on a permanent basis meant that people became semi-sedentary settling around the boreholes. Rainfed agriculture was taken up in the area, and more boreholes were established (Touré 1990). For some, the agricultural component of the production system gained importance, especially after the droughts in the 1970s and 1980s.
migrations are usually practised late in the dry season when grazing resources in the Ferlo are exhausted, or used in years with low or no rainfall at all. Medium scale migrations are used in case of borehole break down, local insect attacks, bush fires, etc. where sufficient grazing can be found in neighbouring borehole areas. Small scale migrations are practised during the rainy season and as long as pasture is abundant.

Touré (1990) employs another way of dividing pastoral mobility in Ferlo: daily migrations, seasonal mobility, and occasional journeys. Daily migrations refer to reasonably regular patterns where the herd moves between the camp, pasture, and water. Depending on the type of animal a herder may be guiding. Small ruminants are herded while cattle are usually left to roam freely. This means that cattle keeping is the least labour intensive. However, leaving cattle without a herder is only possible in safe areas that the cattle know. They are able to find water and pasture and return to the camp at milking time. Daily migration within a borehole area has been termed ‘micro-nomadism’ (Barrall 1982) and is used by most pastoralists in Ferlo. Daily migration is the same as small scale migration. Seasonal mobility means regular return to the same areas. It can be both medium and large scale. Finally, occasional journeys are unpredictable and can occur in case of bush fire, outbreak of disease, etc. Occasional journeys can be both medium or large scale depending of the event starting them.

To sum up, the opening of Ferlo in the dry season and the semi-sedentary lifestyle of some of the pastoralists have not meant the end of pastoral mobility. On the contrary, natural resources of Ferlo are used through a number of mobility regimes. Mobility is an element of a strategy to balance variability in resources.

**Conclusion**

The aim of this paper was to consider implications of the new paradigm for one aspect of the pastoral production systems, namely the mobility. It is illustrated how the interpretation of pastoral mobility has changed with different discourses and how it differs between disciplines. It can be concluded that:

Pastoral mobility is highly appropriate in variable and unpredictable environments. An important characteristic of tropical drylands is the heterogeneity of natural resources. Pastoral mobility implies that pastoralists can move to areas with pasture for their livestock. Moreover, pastoral mobility means that the effect of unforeseen events, e.g. outbreak of disease, bush fire, locust attack, can be mitigated. Finally, migration between different agro-ecological zones means that more animals can be kept than the number that can be kept in each of the zones.

Pastoral mobility should be unconstrained for optimal utilisation of variable resources. As pointed out above mobility is a flexible response that allows use of harsh environments. Constraints on pastoral mobility, these being borders, tenure regulations, cultivated areas, etc. hamper the whole pastoral system. Thus, what may appear as a minor constraint in a small area that is not even used very often, may have major implications for utilisation of resources in other areas.

Pastoral mobility is an important element of pastoral strategies. Other elements of pastoral strategies such as herd composition and herd splitting, build upon the possibility of moving the herd. Herd splitting, for instance, does not make sense unless the stock can be moved to different areas.

There are problems ensuring pastoral mobility and agricultural interests at the same time. Within recent years an agricultural expansion into former pastoral areas has taken place, especially pastoral key resources have been taken over by cultivators. With an increasing population it has been necessary to increase agricultural production and pastoral key resource areas are often those areas where the highest agricultural productivity can be obtained. Hence, it is difficult to secure pastoral and agricultural interests at the same time, as this requires flexible land use systems and especially flexible tenure systems.

Several pastoral mobility patterns exist, operating at different scales, overcoming various difficulties. From the Ferlo example it is appreciated that pastoral mobility patterns vary according to the production strategies of the pastoral system. In each case mobility is a basic prerequisite to allow optimal use of variable and unpredictable ecosystems.
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